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 Installation and removal tool kits

Let Astro’s experience and in-depth knowledge take the guesswork out of 
your service kit requirements. It’s difficult for you to have all the answers,  
so Astro has done the work for you. Our research team has years of 
experience in kit design. Let Astro put that knowledge to work for you!

Astro offers customized crimping tool kits for a wide variety of applications. 
Many kits are designed for specific aircraft or system maintenance while 
others cover a particular connector series or other special customer needs.

Astro Connector Service Kits for Maintenance and Production

Astro kit containers are constructed 
of molded plastic, fiberglass or metal 
depending upon varying applications or 
customer preference.

but they keep the information that you require for your connector 
wiring repair at your fingertips.

Whether you are buying individual tools or complete service kits, 
Astro is in the connector assembly tool business to serve you and 
to make your job faster and easier.

 Military aircraft kits  General aviation kits  Commercial aircraft kits
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Each kit contains instruction sheets that detail 
application and explain how each tool is used.  
Tool selection sheets further add to the ease of kit  
use by referencing tool requirements for each 
connector series covered by the kit. All reference 
sheets in each kit are coated to protect against  
the elements.

Components are contained in foam cavities, for protection and 
ease of identification. Contents charts, corresponding to each 
foam cavity, identify components stored in that location.

Each kit contains instruction sheets that detail 
application and explain how each tool is used. 
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